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What kind of power is lurking inside him? After a year of training to become a dragonrider,
Jaevid Broadfeather has been sent home to rest during a three-month interlude. But when he
returns to find the king drake has chosen Beckah Derrick as his new rider, Jaevid realizes
something big is about to happen. Every fiber of his being is pushed to the breaking point as
Jaevid battles through his avian year, preparing for the final graduation test of the battle
scenario. But there is more standing in his way than a few pushups and fancy sword moves.
Jaevid must face a new fear as he is tormented by a gruesome nightmare of a mysterious gray
elf warrior murdering the royal family of Maldobar. It seems obvious to him that this is some kind
of message about how the war started long ago—until Felix assures him the king is very much
alive. With his strange powers growing stronger by the day, and that violent dream replaying in
his mind every night, Jaevid no longer wonders if he will pass his avian year or not—he wonders
if he will even survive it. The truth will soon be set loose.

Do you know how a handful of weeds turned into the Christmas flowers called poinsettias? Or
who hid Baby Jesus in a bowl of bread dough? And why a woman named Babushka brings toys
to Russian children at Christmastime instead of Santa Claus? This lively collection of traditional
Christmas tales from around the world answers these questions with stories from five different
cultures. The dialogue-rich, fast-paced folktales are skillfully retold by Saviour Pirotta, a
storyteller from Malta who now lives in England. Pirotta's words beg to be read aloud, or even
acted out as a play or puppet show. Young readers will revel in "The Brave Little Camel" (Syria),
"Baby in the Bread" (Malta), "Flowers for Jesus" (Mexico), "The Gourd of Plenty" (Ghana), and
"Babushka" (Russia), all cheerfully illustrated with Sheila Moxley's colorful folk-art-style
paintings. Joy to the World is a festive global tour, and a refreshing change of pace from the
usual holiday fare. (Ages 4 to 8) --Marcie BovetzFrom School Library JournalGrade 3-4?Loose
retellings of five stories from around the globe. Readers learn why children leave offerings for
baby camels in Syria, the reason bread dough rises in Malta, the significance of poinsettias in
Mexico, how kindness is repaid in Ghana, and why gifts in Russia are delivered by Babushka.
Underscoring each selection is the event of Jesus's birth, the very first Christmas. The
handsome, brightly colored folk illustrations help establish the locale for each story, support its
succinct text, and provide a strong visual focus. Source notes reveal that the reteller has drawn
for the most part upon other contemporary retellings rather than from primary material; these
tales are thus only indirectly linked to the cultures represented. Despite that caveat, teachers
looking for a multicultural approach to the celebrations and meanings of Christmas may find this
useful.?SHPCopyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.About the AuthorSaviour Pirotta
was born and began his career in writing children's plays for Maltese radio. In 1981 he moved to



the United Kingdom where he has become a popular storyteller and author.Illustrator BioSheila
Moxley has exhibited her beautiful artwork in London, Bristol, and Cambridge and has illustrated
several books for children.Ms. Moxley lives in the united Kingdom.Read more
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Ernie, “Non-stop action. Non-stop action gets you hooked from the beginning doesn't slow
down keeps you turning pages wanting to find out what happens next hard to put down.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome. Fabulous story - loved every second of it - kept me on my
toes - just wished the enemy turned friend didn't die”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fun story, good characters, bad timing. Spoilers...Enjoyable characters
with decent development. I enjoyed the story, but there are some odd issues with the sequence
of events and the story in general that took a star away for me.As an example, straight from the
book...I dove toward it.Behind me, Katty screamed.My body moved, acting on pure instinct. I
wasn't even afraid. I ran toward the cat and dropped to my knees....He dove toward it, but then
ran toward it and dropped to his knees? See where I'm going with that?Also, after Jae saves Mr
Crookin and the others from the wolves he tells Katti, "Try to get him into the back of the wagon.
We need to move away from here. The smell of blood might bring other predators." That would
be a great idea, except the wagon has what Jae thinks is a broken axle. Then it gets worse when
Jae stitches Mr. Crookin up IN the wagon and THEN they lift the wagon to repair the axle. It ends
up being a long sequence of events with no rush to "move away" at all. The story has several
events like this that don't ruin it, but made me scratch my head when I read them. It's nothing a
few decent proof readers can't fix.As for a problem with the story, the Beckah story line doesn't
work in some ways despite being one of the better characters. She practices weapons for a few
months and is so good that she leaves even Jace stunned? She's a natural with the bow, dual
swords and hand to hand? Also, how did she know to be there at the end? Why didn't Jae ask
her later? Her showing up to save the day with no explanation really bothered me and Jae not
even asking about it added to that. There are just too many questions about Beckah. It felt like
her part of the story was very rushed.It's a good story and I look forward to the next installment. I
just hope a little more experience for the author or some help with the things I mentioned above
with smooth out the writing.”

Woodruff, “This story is great on many levels. This story is great on many levels. It is told by the
hero of the book a half-breed human elf named Jae. As a half-breed neither race will accept him.
He grows up very lonely but not bitter. He basically deals with what life deals out to him. He was
sent to live with his father and half siblings and Step Mother who were less than welcoming to
him. Everything changes in his life when he and a wild Dragon team up. He suddenly finds
himself enrolled in the elite Dragonrider military academy. He finds friends and discovers new
aspects of himself. He learns that he can not only communicate with his Dragon but other
dragons, and animals as well. Yet Jae seems to get into trouble at every turn, but manages to do
the right thing, even if it is hard. The Second Book Avian is just as good. It explores Jae's past
and his relationship or lack of one with his family, particularly his father who only took him in as



duty dictated it. Despite his "family" packing up and moving without telling him Jae takes on the
challenge of keeping house and dragon by himself. He discovers unexpected talents. By the
end of this second book Jae joins the ranks of his fellow Avians to swear fealty to the King.
However, Jae's nightmares leave him anxious about pledging himself. There is so much more to
these books that are full of fun, resourceful characters and in sight on what family is. I tried to
avoid spoilers. I am eagerly awaiting the next novel in this saga.”

Steven M. Brown, “A fantastic read that is fast-paced and without fluff.. A solid second book to
the series that makes the first book feel almost like a prologue. The story itself grabs you quickly
in the pacing keeps the story and stressing with each chapter packed full. Where the first book
felt like it was aimed towards a younger crowd this one does feel more like a young adult
novel.Outside of one instance In which I feel there was a point of view era nothing really took me
out of the story.Again the book that's feel like it's bumped up in age but that makes sense given
that the protagonist is 17. While the language is still fairly clean there is an uptick in the action
which is great for those of us who love swords and fantasy.”

Glenn, “Very good - no complaints. I really like this series and this story. To all of the new authors
who are writing (thank you and keep up the good work), but you should look at this writing as an
example to follow. There is none of the back and forth decision making for 200 pages here!
Love it!I hope she continues to conclude the story, I enjoy reading it and just wished the books
were released faster.It is not in the same category (to me) as Terry Mancour (last book of his,
Enchanter, notwithstanding) but it is very good. The great thing to me, is that she has the ability
to get better, if she continues to not have any negatives about her writing style, etc, then she can
focus on the plot and characters, etc.  Keep it up please!”

Gardner, “A pleasure to read. Both Avian & Fledgling have been a pleasure to read. Conway has
a knack for draining in her reader from the very first sentence. The plot is entertaining with twists
and humor that merge flawlessly such that nothing seems to just appear from thin air. Everything
is interconnected in such a way that it keeps the reader wanting more. It's a great story for all
ages and in its own way teaches a lesson to the reader as well as the characters. (Fledgling:
courage & friendship, Avian: trust & the need to listen)I would have given Avian 5/5, however,
there were some major grammar issues throughout the book. There are missing words,
punctuation errors, and I'm still trying to figure out a character's name (is it Thane or Thrane?).
Fortunately, these errors occur in such a way that they don't inhibit the reader too much.”

Jake Willcocks, “Excellent. A great follow-up to the first book and really gets you into the story of
Jaevid. Good amount of detail about the lifestyle of training without making it boring.The story
flows as you read it and you'll wish it was longer by the time you get to the end.Mixture of action,
young romance, kicking ass and how a boy turns into a young man (with some interesting little



twists to keep it exciting).I'd recommend this to anyone who likes swords, fighting and
camaraderie and the other bits are just bonuses.Nice and can't wait for the next one to come
out.”

Peter Mccarron, “better and better.. I really enjoyed reading the first book Fledgling so I was
waiting rather impatiently for Avian to be released, and now I find I'm in the same position as
before. Again, I enjoyed reading this book. Nicole Conway is a knew and rare find, a writer of a
new and exciting series of books that are well written, exciting and fast paced. Once started, I
found that I couldn't put the books down. A most enjoyable read. Well worth the money, and well
worth a go.”

Gryphin, “4/5 Okay. I don't really write review but you can't rate a book without one now. For me
books go into three group "Good", "Bad" and "Okay".”

Mo Lau, “Epic. I could not put this second book down. It picks up straight from the first and is
equally absorbing. A thoroughly good read that has many twists and surprises. Getting the next
book immediately.”

Fintan15, “Entertaining. Quite nicely written although a little juvenile, but some quite good ideas.
Good about the girls can be better than boys attitude when only boys can be dragonriders.
Waited nearly a year now for the next instalment but not even a title released - some authors
take too long over the next bit. I will have to re-read it at this rate or will have forgotten half of the
tale!”

The book by Saviour Pirotta has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 720 people have provided feedback.
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